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PORTS LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2013 
Committee 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. The Chair of Committees (Hon Adele Farina) in the chair; Hon Jim 
Chown (Parliamentary Secretary) in charge of the bill. 

Clause 9: Section 14A inserted — 
Progress was reported after the clause had been partly considered. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I will try to bring the debate on community consultation committees to a close so that 
we can move on. Using the port of Bunbury as an example, can the parliamentary secretary indicate whether the 
government expects that because of the likely significant supply chain impacts on, say, the Shire of Collie, a 
representative from that local government will get a seat on the consultative committee for the Bunbury port? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: During the lunch recess I consulted the Minister for Transport, Mr Dean Nalder, who 
expects that communities that are significantly impacted by port operations or services will have a local 
government representative on community consultation committees. 

Hon Ken Travers: Like Collie? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: That is the example that the member gave. 

Clause put and passed. 
Clause 10 put and passed. 

Clause 11: Section 29A inserted — 
Hon KEN TRAVERS: I understand the purpose of this clause for port operations such as a loading facility and 
the like, which is clearly the intent. My concern is whether or not this head of power would allow port authorities 
to approve some sort of activity on their land that the community would not consider port-related. For example, a 
number of years ago Perth Airport had a brickworks located on its land. I completely support that port activity 
should occur at a port, but if we read proposed section 29A of the Port Authorities Act in conjunction with 
sections 30 and 35 of that act, which sets out of the functions and powers of ports, I cannot see any limitation on 
port authorities being able to lease land for any purpose whatsoever and to allow any activity to occur on that 
land. Proposed section 29A would also allow port authorities to approve any activity at all without seeking 
planning approval under section 136 of the Planning and Development Act. Is it the government’s intent to allow 
absolutely any activity to occur on port land or will there be some restriction on activities on port authority land 
without requiring approval? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: Sections 35 and 38 of the act are quite specific in what work can and cannot happen at port 
facilities. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I understand that, but section 30 states — 
(1) A port authority has all the powers it needs to perform its functions under this Act or any other 

written law. 
(2) A port authority may for the purpose of performing a function mentioned in subsection (1) — 

 ... 
(b) manage, improve and develop real or personal property vested in it or acquired by it or 

arrange for property to be managed, improved or developed; and 
(c) carry out port works or arrange for port works to be carried out; 

The section continues. If someone came along and wanted to build a brickworks on spare land at Esperance, 
under the Southern Ports Authority, would it be the view of the government that proposed section 29A would 
allow them to do that without seeking planning authority? I use the example of a brickworks because that was 
topical a couple of years ago. Does that fit within the definition of what the government sees as an appropriate 
activity on port land and would proposed section 29A allow it to occur without getting approval under 
section 136 of the Planning and Development Act? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: Proposed section 29A deals with normal port operations. The member used the brickworks 
at Perth Airport, which is a commonwealth matter, as an example. I refer to the E Shed at Fremantle port, which 
is used as a tourism facility. Anything other than normal port processes would have to go through the normal 
planning approval and development. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Where in the act is the protection that grants that, because proposed section 29A states 
“to grant a lease or licence in respect of port land”? 
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Hon JIM CHOWN: Clause 11 exempts port authorities from obtaining Western Australian planning approvals 
under section 136 of the Planning and Development Act, which otherwise requires that approval will be sought 
for any lease or licence for any term exceeding 20 years in total. The Western Australian Planning Commission 
has indicated to port authorities in the past that it is interested only in subdivisions and not port authority leases. 
Under section 38 of the Port Authorities Act 1999, port authority developments that are for port works purposes 
do not require local government approval and are treated as public works.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: The parliamentary secretary still did not answer my question! Will the government 
consider brickworks at ports? People felt they had the same protection at Perth Airport—that is, the activity had 
to be related to the operations of the airport—but the next thing they knew, a brickworks was built on airport 
land. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: No, the government will not consider brickworks. 

Clause put and passed. 
Clauses 12 to 14 put and passed. 

Clause 15: Section 34A inserted — 
Hon KEN TRAVERS: Madam Chair, with your indulgence I will make references to clause 21 while I am 
speaking about clause 15 to try to speed up the debate. Although we will have autonomous port authorities with 
independent boards, as outlined in clause 15, fundamentally, those authorities will still have to do as they are told 
by cabinet. They will not be allowed to invest in projects without cabinet approval, although there has always 
been a process through the statements of corporate intent. They will be heavily restricted with what they can do 
on the capital side and they will have to meet very stringent requirements set by cabinet on their budgetary 
performance. At this point one wonders why there will be a board at all and why the port authorities are not just 
responsible to the Minister for Transport or why the Minister for Transport has not made the board of the port 
authorities, because although the authorities will have the responsibility, when it comes to decision-making, the 
government will make determinations.  

Clause 21 is another element whereby the government seeks to implement an interim dividend. Only moments 
ago, the parliamentary secretary representing the Minister for Transport advised the house that the government 
intends to introduce a 75 per cent interim dividend arrangement for the state’s port authorities. We had the 
debate earlier about the government continuing to push to get more and more profits from port authorities. From 
what we have heard today and from what is outlined in the bill, it seems that the government wants to get it 
sooner. I can tell the government that it will not matter whether it gets it sooner. Getting the money sooner will 
not fundamentally help with its poor financial management; it needs to control its expenditure. The reality is that 
if there were no interim dividend, the money would sit on the accounts of the port authorities. In the first year 
they get the money, they will get a kick with two years’ worth of revenue. Every year after that they will get 
75 per cent of the expected dividend as each year comes along. They will get a short-term burst but, ultimately, 
that will not fix the problem. In fact, if the government gets the money and spends it in the year of the first 
interim dividend, net debt will go up. At the moment if that money sits on the books of the port authorities 
waiting to be paid in the following financial year, it will hold down the net debt figure. We understand that the 
government has to manage numerous financial problems. I make the point that these two clauses are clearly 
aimed at trying to find a way of getting a short-term fix for the government’s financial problems without any 
long-term gain. It reinforces the point that I made during the second reading debate that the government is 
clearly changing the traditional role of port authorities from trade facilitation organisations to profit-making 
ventures for the state government. Having said that, I ask the parliamentary secretary: in light of the comments 
made by the Treasurer’s representative this afternoon, does the government intend to pass this bill by the end of 
the financial year and to then seek the 75 per cent interim dividend in this financial year? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: The answer is yes. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Again, for the benefit of members, I suspect that the supposed surplus that is being 
delivered in the budget, at least in part, will be delivered by simply trying to bring forward the dividends from 
the port authorities, which the government has significantly increased. I do not expect the parliamentary 
secretary to respond to those comments. It is a sad day and it will be a particularly sad day for those members 
who represent regional seats when long term under this government the port authorities are constricted from 
making investments that are in the interests of their local community and of having the money that should go 
back to their local community to facilitate trade and expand our regional economies. Rather, it will be grabbed to 
prop up the poor financial management of the Barnett government. Given the way in which the government is 
dealing with this legislation, it is becoming quite clear that the opposition will oppose the third reading. I hope 
some members on the other side of the chamber who purport to represent regional areas will realise the damage 
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that this bill will cause now that the government has indicated how it will operate. It will damage regional 
communities. I hope they reconsider their position. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clause 16 put and passed. 
Clause 17: Section 51 amended — 
Hon KEN TRAVERS: Again, Madam Chair, with your indulgence I will make comments about clause 17 and 
clause 19, both of which refer to the “potential suppliers”. I ask the parliamentary secretary to advise the house 
why the government has included the term “potential suppliers”. It has been used in clauses 17 and 19 and in the 
definition clause. There is a definition of “potential supplier”. Why does the government believe it is necessary 
to include these provisions in the bill? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: To increase competitive strategies and service efficiencies and effectiveness in port 
operations. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I thought that would be the case! Clause 19 amends section 60 of the Port Authorities 
Act so that one of the matters to be included in the statement of corporate intent is as follows — 

proposed arrangements to facilitate the participation of potential suppliers in the provision of port 
services or, if no arrangements are proposed, the reason and justification for their absence; and 

Let us understand what that means. This is the clause in which the government is telling regional port authorities 
that they must consider privatising their services and that they must look at potential suppliers on an ongoing 
basis to determine where and how they can privatise their activities. Potential suppliers will include people who 
provide services or who will take over services that are currently provided in-house. This is the privatisation 
clause, but the government does not have the guts to say that that is what it is really about. I say again to those 
opposite that if they want to see their regional port authorities privatised and if they want to see jobs lost in their 
local communities in regional WA, they should support the bill. If they do not want to see that, they should 
oppose the bill because this clause will lead to job losses in regional WA and it will lead to privatisation of our 
ports in WA. When they are privatised, at least some parts of the functions of those port authorities will be fly in, 
fly out, which is bad for regional WA. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: The fact is that today most ports operate through third parties or private operations for 
efficiency purposes. The section that clause 17 seeks to amend does not stipulate the operation of private 
operations or privatisation, as the member has stated. It has the word “considered” in it. It enables the port 
authority to consider certain matters for efficiency purposes. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: It actually requires them to not only consider it every year, but also to justify why they 
did not do it. That is very dangerous. 
Clause put and passed. 
Clauses 18 to 34 put and passed. 
Clause 35: Schedule 8 inserted — 
Hon KEN TRAVERS: Obviously clause 35 includes the whole of schedule 8, which is quite an extensive part 
of the act. I will just make general comments. Obviously, we will just put the clause to a vote. My intention is to 
generally move through the proposed new sections of the clause. There is only one major area. There are many 
minor areas but the one area that I am concerned about is what impact the mergers of these port authorities will 
have on staff in regional WA. I accept that when port authorities merge, a CEO will be lost. I assume that as a 
result of the loss of that CEO, there will be a port manager but they will not be at the same level as CEOs in 
terms of pay and responsibility. What outcomes does the government envisage with staff as a result of the 
mergers? Will we expect to see a reduction in staff in regional port authorities? Will we expect to see staff 
moved from where they may currently be located to a new consolidated head office of these merged regional 
port authorities? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: There is no expectation of a reduction in staff or any significant movement other than what 
is normal. In fact, there is a great deal of anticipation for an increase in staff due to the increased traffic through 
ports as Western Australia keeps growing. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I refer to an article on the ABC website dated 25 October 2013 about Mr Shayne 
Flanagan, the outgoing CEO of the Esperance Port Authority, who has done a good job from what I have seen in 
putting it back together after a fairly tumultuous time. The article states — 

Mr Flanagan said administrative processes like financing, payroll and HR would be consolidated and 
made more efficient by the merger. 
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Was Mr Flanagan wrong when he told the ABC that? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: I am not aware of the statement—it is the first time I have heard it—from the outgoing 
CEO of the Esperance Port Authority. Efficiency growth does not always relate to fewer staff; in fact, efficiency 
growth is about product through the port. A good example relates to the multi-user iron ore facility that is 
anticipated to be built in Esperance. It will allow an increase of almost 10 million tonnes of iron ore through the 
port. That has to be dealt with in a very efficient way. 
Hon Ken Travers: You don’t need a merger to do that. 

Hon JIM CHOWN: Is the member going to let me respond? That does not always relate or can be expected to 
relate to less staff. 
Hon KEN TRAVERS: With all due respect, the long-awaited expansion of Esperance port has been occurring 
under the existing structure of the Esperance Port Authority. Can the parliamentary secretary give me some 
examples of how the existing structure delayed that merger? If he can, I suspect that will prolong the debate 
significantly because I think that would be a misrepresentation. We know why that merger has taken so long to 
proceed. In the early years there were some poor performances but I would argue that was due to lack of political 
leadership rather than any lack of expertise in the port authorities. 

The government is now saying that it does not expect there to be a consolidation of administrative processes, 
even though the CEOs say that is where the efficiencies will come from. If the efficiencies will not come from 
those sorts of things, where will the efficiencies arise as a result of these mergers? This is the telling point. The 
government has been unable to provide that information to this house. It refuses to release the report that it 
claims provides all the evidence. Every time we ask whether the port authorities will be privatised, the 
government says that it will not privatise. When we ask whether the government will consolidate administrative 
processes into one central office, it says it will not do that. It says that the mergers will just happen, the port 
authorities will be more efficient and we will see these economies of scale. Where will these economies of scale 
be? I return to the point that if they will not occur through administrative processes being consolidated and 
therefore positions being moved that are currently located in Esperance and Albany to the head office in 
Bunbury or, in the case of Karratha, to the head office in Port Hedland or wherever the Pilbara port authority will 
be, where will the efficiencies come from? 
Hon JIM CHOWN: This bill is about efficiencies and governance of operations. Obviously, there would be a 
follow on of efficiencies further down the line. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Based on the parliamentary secretary’s answer, I believe that he will not be able to give 
me the commitment that after the amalgamation nobody who currently works for a port authority will find that 
their position, if it is based in Esperance, will be relocated to another regional centre. Can the parliamentary 
secretary give us the commitment that not one single employee’s job will be re-located to another regional 
centre?  

Hon JIM CHOWN: I have said this before, but I will say it again in response. Staff, including those previously 
at Bunbury, Geraldton and Broome, will have their rights preserved because these port authorities are simply 
changing their names and are not merging. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: We understand the role of the chief executive officers; I am asking about the other staff 
in the port authorities, parliamentary secretary. 

Hon Jim Chown: I said staff would not lose their rights. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: But for those staff of the port authorities that are merging, can the parliamentary 
secretary give a commitment that no job will be relocated from one town to another town? Can he give that 
commitment today? 

Hon Jim Chown: I have made my statement on the matter. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Let us be very clear: the parliamentary secretary is not giving a commitment. Again, 
those members that represent regional Western Australia understand what that means. When these ports are 
amalgamated, jobs will leave Esperance and Albany and be shifted to Bunbury. If a member represents 
Esperance, they want to see it grow. We must also understand the importance of jobs in those regional 
communities. If a couple of jobs are lost from the port authority, the multiplier effect of that across the town will 
be significant. If some of the service work that goes back into that town is lost, it will be significant. This will 
have an impact. Everyone knows that the multiplier effect in regional communities from loss of government jobs 
is significant. We will not lose only the port jobs; we will start to lose schoolteachers, police officers and health 
workers at the hospitals because of what started with this government moving jobs out of the Esperance Port 
Authority. Yet, this government will not show us the purpose of this. So far, the only benefit we can see from 
this is that the government will get more revenue to try to bail it out so it can spend more money on monuments 
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to the Premier in Perth. The people of Esperance will lose jobs so Mr Barnett can build more monuments to 
himself. That is what this bill is about. 

Hon Helen Morton: That is a stupid statement. You diminish any argument with stupid statements like that. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: It is not a stupid statement, minister. This is what it is all about. 

Several members interjected. 

The DEPUTY CHAIR (Hon Alanna Clohesy): Order! 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: The Minister for Mental Health just gave a speech to this chamber that pointed out how 
this government wants to get more profits quicker from port authorities. The only way it will do that is by trying 
to find efficiencies, and those efficiencies will be relocating jobs from Esperance to Bunbury, and, I suspect, 
eventually to Perth. If the Minister for Mental Health wants to read some documents, she will see that when jobs 
are lost in regional towns there is a multiplier effect. 

Hon Peter Collier: I think she was referring to the monuments to the Premier comment. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Why else do you need all the money in Perth? 

Hon Peter Collier: Will all due respect, we do not need to hear that sort of stuff. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: The Leader of the House may not want to hear it but that is what the government is 
doing. 

Hon Helen Morton: But you don’t want to hear when it is said that it is a stupid statement because it is a stupid 
statement. You don’t want to hear that either, so that is fine. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: No, it is not a stupid statement. 

The DEPUTY CHAIR: Order! I will allow some discussion but I think this one can be drawn to a close. Please 
move on, Hon Ken Travers. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: If this government was not building all those monuments to the Premier in Perth, it 
would not have the budget deficit problems that it has today. The government should take a more modest 
approach and live within its means. The big projects on which the government has wasted money are in the Perth 
central business district. It is all about vanity projects, all about bling, and now we have to find more and more 
ways to fund that. This bill is one of the ways in which the government is funding it, and the minister’s speech 
just a few minutes ago confirmed that—a 75 per cent interim dividend just so the government can try to make its 
books look a bit better this year. That is all that does; it does not actually fix the government’s long-term 
problems. It means that the government does not run a deficit this year, but it will still have a problem next year 
that it will have to try to resolve by finding another accounting mechanism. It catches up with the government 
eventually. I have not yet reached that section of budget paper No 3, but I am pretty sure that when I looked at 
budget paper No 3 to see how much money this government expects to get out of port authorities over the 
forward estimates, I could see it climbing, Minister for Mental Health. That is what this bill is about. If it is not 
for the monuments, what is it for? Why does the government need all this extra money from regional Western 
Australia? Why does the government need to take jobs away from Esperance and Albany if it is not to build 
projects in Perth? 

The DEPUTY CHAIR: Members, we are considering clause 35 of the bill. I invite Hon Ken Travers to focus on 
the content of the bill. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I want to make a very brief point. I sat down to allow the minister representing the 
Treasurer in this house to respond and explain why it was a stupid statement and she failed to do so. 
Hon Helen Morton: Because you have no credibility. 
Hon Ken Travers: Is that the best you can do? You are a laughing stock! Did you see your backbench last 
night? And you want to talk about credibility! 
The DEPUTY CHAIR: Order! 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: In the clause 1 debate yesterday I asked the parliamentary secretary about the 
number of staff at each of the ports. At that stage he was unable to give an answer. Is he able to give an answer 
now? How many staff are at the Esperance, Bunbury and Albany ports? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: What sort of staff? 
Hon Stephen Dawson: Figures for the port staff at each of those ports. 
Hon JIM CHOWN: Staff employed by the port authorities or in total? 
Hon Stephen Dawson: Staff employed by the port authorities. 
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Hon JIM CHOWN: Albany has 21 employees, Bunbury 34, Esperance 156, Geraldton 81, Dampier 79, Port 
Hedland 146, and Broome has 69 employees. 
Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: That was very helpful of the parliamentary secretary; however, he read those 
figures a bit too quickly. Would he mind repeating the numbers for Albany and Bunbury ports? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: There are 21 employees at Albany and 34.8 at Bunbury. 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I go back to the point about efficiencies. In the last day I was able to source the 
Esperance Ports Sea and Land annual report, which includes a figure of 149 staff, but obviously that has since 
moved on. There is a very helpful EPSL staffing structure in the report. If we look at it, it states that EPSL has a 
chief financial officer, an accountant, a payroll officer, a senior accounts officer, an administration assistant for 
accounts, an information technology manager and an IT officer. There is no doubt that the other ports—Bunbury 
and Albany—are a lot smaller than this. There is no doubt in my mind that there is likely to be an accountant and 
an IT manager in each port. As a result of this amalgamation, particularly with these three ports, will there not 
simply be one accountant? There will be no need for three accountants or three IT managers. Does this not mean 
that there will be fewer staff in these areas at the ports? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: I was going to say this in response to Hon Ken Travers a bit earlier but I did not. The 
reality is that these ports are not closing; they are operational on a 24-hour basis just as they always have been 
prior to this bill. The staffing is unlikely to change. The only obligation under this bill is for a chief financial 
officer to be appointed. The member gave an example of the number of accountants at a busy port such as 
Esperance, but within any logical arrangement, with the ports operating on a 24-hour basis, these people would 
be retained because the accounts still need to be done on a local basis. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: There is no doubt that some of these accounting functions will be done at the port. But 
there will be consolidation. Clearly, the CEO, Shayne Flanagan, sees this as one area in which, by amalgamating 
and consolidating them in a different town, it will be possible to get efficiencies. Some of these efficiencies 
could be achieved by the port authorities working together and cooperating. However, if there is a single board 
structure, there will not be a tension to keep those positions based in the towns of Albany and Esperance; rather, 
there will be pressure to bring them together under the head office. Even if there is not a big reduction in the 
number of staff—I think the big reduction will be in the form of privatisation—I have no doubt that one of the 
outcomes is that staff will be relocated. We have not been able to get a commitment from the 
parliamentary secretary today that that will not occur.  

I would have thought that the National Party would have understood this. The National Party opposes local 
government amalgamations, for that very reason. I think there are some backbenchers in the Liberal Party who 
oppose local government amalgamations, for that very reason. Yet they are going to support a bill that will do 
the very same thing with our port authorities. Good on you!  

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: Another question relates to enterprise agreements. I understand that the Esperance 
Ports Sea and Land–Maritime Union of Australia enterprise agreement expired in December and is due for 
negotiation. What will this bill mean for that enterprise agreement? Will the government be seeking to have one 
agreement for the whole of the Southern Ports Authority—that is, for Esperance, Albany and Bunbury—or will 
things continue as they are and each authority will have a single agreement? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: There is nothing in this bill that requires an enterprise agreement to come under one 
contractual arrangement. Obviously, the ports are still operating. The negotiations required with the parties 
involved will take place in due course. I do not have the time frame and the time lines or the reasons why those 
agreements have not been signed off prior to this process taking place.  

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: So the parliamentary secretary is not aware of whether a decision has been made 
by Esperance Ports Sea and Land to hold off or go slow on those negotiations and to hang on until 1 July, or 
whenever this amalgamation takes place, and for new negotiations to take place then? 

Hon JIM CHOWN: No, I am not aware. 

Clause put and passed.  
Clauses 36 to 45 put and passed. 
Title put and passed. 

Report 
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted. 

Third Reading 
HON JIM CHOWN (Agricultural — Parliamentary Secretary) [3.27 pm]: I move — 
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That the bill be now read a third time. 

HON KEN TRAVERS (North Metropolitan) [3.28 pm]: During Committee of the Whole, I made a number of 
comments that I think give a fairly clear indication of the Labor Party’s position on the Ports Legislation 
Amendment Bill 2013. We indicated at the beginning of this debate that we are prepared to support the general 
policy of the bill, so long as the government can provide a range of protections for regional Western Australia 
and regional communities, particularly focused in the southern ports area, and to some degree in the Pilbara area. 
However, beyond that, the changes outlined in this bill are minor in terms of the amalgamation process.  

What is of concern to WA Labor is that the main agenda of the government in this bill is that it wants to use the 
port authorities as profit-making ventures. The government has not done anything to allay that concern. What is 
of even greater concern to WA Labor is that the government is not willing to give any commitment on this bill 
that will provide some comfort to communities in regional Western Australia, particularly Esperance and 
Albany. It is clear that the government has a number of agendas in this bill. However, the government has not 
had the decency to be honest about those agenda. Once this bill passes, we will see privatisation of our ports in 
regional WA. We will see also the potential that communities such as Esperance—which has worked hard to 
build a successful port—will have their assets put at risk and moved to other communities in the southern part of 
the state; for example, from Esperance to Albany, Albany to Bunbury, or Esperance to Bunbury. I suspect that if 
the head office and the majority of board members were to be located in Bunbury, that is exactly where those 
assets will be moved to. Jobs will be moved from places such as Esperance and Albany. Again, the government 
refuses to provide any commitment or comfort to the people of Esperance and Albany and to the individual 
workers who currently hold those positions that their jobs will not be moved across the state. That is not a good 
outcome. 

As I said a short time ago during the committee stage, where are National Party members? Maybe they are trying 
to work out how to sell the fact that they have allowed $3 billion to go from the royalties for regions fund and 
have effectively destroyed the concept of royalties for regions with their Liberal buddies. Like Labor members, 
they have consistently opposed forced regional local government amalgamations, yet they have stayed 
completely silent on port authority amalgamations. In fact, the same arguments that have been given about local 
government amalgamations could be given about port authority amalgamations; that is, there will be a loss of 
autonomy and a loss of jobs for local communities. 

Hon Darren West: Their party president is from Esperance. You’d think he would have stood up. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I would have thought that one of the members in this chamber whose office is based in 
Esperance would have stood and said something on this bill or would have tried to get some assurance from the 
government that Esperance will not be worse off as a result of the passage of this bill. 

Hon Dave Grills: Empty vessels make much noise. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: They are awake; they are here! 
Several members interjected. 
The ACTING PRESIDENT: Order! 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: The member tries to throw an insult across the chamber, but he does not address the 
significant issues. Is that the retort? He does not address the substance of the issues that I am raising about the 
community that he purports to represent. He has not stood and sought any assurances from the government that 
this bill will not have an adverse impact on Esperance. As jobs are lost and the impacts start to occur in 
Esperance, we will make sure that we remind the people of Esperance that the issues were raised in the 
Legislative Council and that all the local member for that region could do was try to throw some cheap insult 
across the chamber. That was his sole contribution to the debate. Fantastic! 

Hon Liz Behjat: What sorts of empty vessels do you think he was talking about? 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I can imagine why members on the other side of the chamber are touchy today. They 
know what they have to go out and sell, and I suspect it is a sandwich made out of the material that can be found 
in a small clay pot! They will have to get the material out of that small clay pot, turn it into a sandwich and then 
sell it. And this is another one that they will have to sell. 

Hon Liz Behjat: Touché, Hon Ken Travers! 
Hon KEN TRAVERS: I knew that Hon Liz Behjat would appreciate that. 

The ACTING PRESIDENT: Order! 
Hon KEN TRAVERS: I do not want to trivialise this matter because it is a very serious bill. I think there are 
some good points in the bill, and that is why we were prepared to support the policy of the bill. However, I think 
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there are also real dangers for regional Western Australia, and that is why we wanted to get from this 
government commitments that those real dangers would not occur. During the committee stage, the government 
simply refused to give those commitments, with possibly one exception, which I thank the parliamentary 
secretary for. He gave an indication that the minister would expect a community such as Collie to have 
representation on the new consultation committee. For as long as I can remember, at least a resident of Collie—
not from local government—has served on the board of the Bunbury Port Authority. I appreciate that advice 
from the parliamentary secretary during the committee stage. However, we could not get commitments on the 
issues of job losses; privatisation, which also means a loss of jobs; stripping profits; moving assets; and 
damaging regional Western Australia. Despite trying to get to a point at which we could support this bill at the 
third reading, we are unable to do so. Labor will oppose the third reading of the bill. 

Division 
Question put and a division taken, the Acting President (Hon Alanna Clohesy) casting her vote with the noes, 
with the following result — 

Ayes (20) 
Hon Ken Baston Hon Peter Collier Hon Nigel Hallett Hon Robyn McSweeney 
Hon Liz Behjat Hon Brian Ellis Hon Alyssa Hayden Hon Michael Mischin 
Hon Jacqui Boydell Hon Donna Faragher Hon Col Holt Hon Helen Morton 
Hon Paul Brown Hon Nick Goiran Hon Peter Katsambanis Hon Simon O’Brien 
Hon Jim Chown Hon Dave Grills Hon Rick Mazza Hon Phil Edman (Teller) 

Noes (11) 
Hon Alanna Clohesy Hon Sue Ellery Hon Amber-Jade Sanderson Hon Darren West 
Hon Stephen Dawson Hon Lynn MacLaren Hon Sally Talbot Hon Samantha Rowe (Teller) 
Hon Kate Doust Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich Hon Ken Travers  

            

Pairs 
 Hon Martin Aldridge Hon Robin Chapple 
 Hon Mark Lewis Hon Adele Farina 
Question thus passed.  
Bill read a third time and passed.  
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